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A guide to applying to Edge Fund 
 
This guide includes a sample application as well as the information contained on the 
following web pages: 
 

• What we fund: http://edgefund.org.uk/what-we-fund  
• How to apply: http://edgefund.org.uk/how-to-apply  
• What we’ve funded in the past: http://edgefund.org.uk/what-we-fund/previous-

grants  
 

 

1. What we fund 
Edge Fund supports communities, campaign groups and activists struggling for 
social, economic and environmental justice, in particular we fund work that: 

1. Is run by and for people facing discrimination and injustice (due to their class, 
ability, gender, race, nationality, religion, sexuality, or other factors) who are 
actively working to challenge these injustices and to create just and healthy 
communities; AND/ OR 

2. Aims to create systemic change – work that seeks to dismantle and replace 
the structures and processes that create oppression, inequality and 
environmental destruction. 

 

Other points and priorities 
• We currently only fund groups based in Ireland, Scotland, Wales and 

England. We don’t yet fund international groups or issues. 
• We fund small groups that struggle to get funding elsewhere. As a rough 

guide, we have not yet funded a group with an income over £25,000. If you’ve 
received funding from mainstream sources, such as the Lottery or local 
council, or have several paid staff, we’re probably not the fund for you. 

• We accept applications from individuals and all types of non-profit 
organisations, including groups that are not formally registered. However, we 
don’t tend to support registered charities as they often have more funding 
options than other types of groups. If you are applying as an individual, 
please read the guidelines at the bottom of this page. 

• We are looking for work that creates change in society by addressing the 
causes of injustice and inequality. We do not fund traditional charity work that 
only provides support and services, such as medical care, counselling, 
shelter, job training and advice.  

• We do not support political parties. 
• Individuals and groups who have a religious purpose are welcome to apply 

but we don’t provide financial support for any activity, initiative or project 
where the primary aim is to promote religion. 
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Supporting individuals 
Many people have great ideas and perspectives and a real passion for justice, but 
face enormous challenges in taking action. This is because we live in an unequal 
society where some people are held back because of their personal circumstances 
and backgrounds. These challenges result in further inequality within the social 
justice movement, as individuals from more privileged backgrounds are more likely to 
have advantage over others, such as the time and resources that enable them to 
take part. This presents a barrier to building a diverse, inclusive movement; a 
movement which is representative of all the different people and communities in the 
UK and also reflects the society we strive towards. As a small step in addressing this 
we would like to offer grants of up to £1,000 to individuals who are faced with these 
challenges and can demonstrate a clear commitment to taking action. 

We recognise that this is a complex issue and that there are a number of factors we 
need to keep in mind. In social movements around the world there is a concern about 
the ‘professionalisation’ of activists, where salaries from large charities and other 
organisations have diluted people’s politics and often distanced them from the 
grassroots. Giving funding to individuals can in itself create inequalities. Individuals 
are also much more likely to feel disheartened on being turned down for funding. 

However, we feel it’s worth taking these risks and are committed to seeking 
feedback, reflecting, learning and reviewing this programme as long as we need to. 
We feel that providing funds to people whose circumstances prevent them from 
being active in social change could help to empower and widen the movement and to 
ensure the voices of those most directly affected by inequality and injustice are 
heard. We’d love to hear from you if you have any comments or ideas. 
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2. How to apply 
To begin with, please tell us if you are applying under category 1 or 2, or both and 
then answer these 5 questions (2 pages maximum – in normal formatting please): 

1. Who runs your group and what are your aims? (If applying as an individual, 
please give information about yourself) 

For example: How many people are involved? Do they have lived experience of the 
issue you're working on? Where are they based? What brought them together? 

2. How much money have you raised in the last year to fund your work? Is this 
similar to  previous years? 

3. What are your main activities and who is affected by them? 
4. What in your view is the root cause (or causes) of the issues you’re working 

on and how do you address it? 
5. We trust groups to use the funds as they need to, and therefore our funds are 

not restricted to a particular project. However, it is useful to know how much 
would be useful to you and what you are likely to spend the funds on so 
please give us some information on that. We do not need a detailed budget. 

Please remember to include your name, website address (if you have one) and 
telephone number. 

 

Email your application to apply@edgefund.org.uk or call 0776 712 6915 or 0300 123 
1965 and we’ll take down these details for you. If you would like to post the 
application please let us know. 

We will confirm all applications received a day or two after the deadline, if you’ve not 
received confirmation of receipt after this, please get in touch. 

 

Support to complete your application 

Please get in touch if you need support due to this being your first time of applying 
for funding, if you’re unsure of what is required or if you face other challenges, (e.g. 
English is not your mother tongue or you are not confident using a computer). We 
have members who can assist you. 

This sample application at the end of this document might help you (and can be used 
as a template). 

 

 

More information 
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Maximum grant: We are a very small fund. We gave out £40,000 in Round 1, 2 and 
3, the largest grant so far has been £4,400, although we may give grants up to 
£5,000. The maximum grant for individuals is £1,000. We hope to be able to give 
larger amounts as the fund grows. 

Deadline: Our next funding deadline is 5pm on 8 September 2014. After the deadline 
members will collectively shortlist the applications. Shortlisted applicants will need to 
provide more details via written, audio or video applications or in person – we’re 
available to help with this process where needed. 

Timescale: As we are a new fund, where decisions are made collectively and 
democratically, it takes 3 months for a decision to be made on your application, 
unless you have requested £1,000 or under, in which case you should hear from us 
in around 2 months. 

YOUR APPLICATION WILL BE READ BY OUR 125 MEMBERS AND MAY BE 
SHARED WITH OTHER APPLICANTS IF YOUR APPLICATION IS SHORT-LISTED. 
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3. What we’ve supported in the past 
6 Rang – a group of concerned Iranian lesbian individuals, who have come together 
to change and thereby struggle against the implicit and explicit homophobia present 
in Iranian society. They raise public awareness among the Iranian community of 
homosexual rights and issues and plan to organise an event in London to further the 
fight for the right to freedom of sexual orientation. 
 
8 April Movement - a group of Roma and others who campaign against the 
worsening, unchecked rise of anti-Roma, anti-Traveller racism and violence. The 
campaign is centered around two coordinated events, the traditional Roma Nation 
Day 8 April demonstration and the commemoration on 2 August of the genocide 
against the Romani people which they link with present-day killings by neo-fascists 
and racists. 
 
Alliance for Choice Derry - an organisation that campaigns for the extension of the 
1967 Abortion Act to Northern Ireland. Their work involves highlighting the tens of 
thousands of women from NI who have had abortions in England and elsewhere 
since 1967 – thereby exposing the hypocrisy of the politicians who say there is “no 
demand for abortion rights” in Northern  Ireland. 
 
Autonomous Centre of Edinburgh - a self-managed social resource centre open 
for groups or individuals to use who are trying to make a better society and improve 
their lives. They provide resources and meeting space for groups that organize non-
hierarchically and are working to change society and aim to increase awareness of 
the root causes of serious problems facing the world and encourage grass-roots 
activity for meaningful change. 
 
Ban the Burn – an environmental project aiming to stop grouse-moor estates 
burning and draining blanket bogs. Based in Hebden Bridge the group hope to have 
a countrywide impact, significantly reducing the 3.7 million tonnes of CO2 emitted by 
damaged UK peatlands. 
 
Brighton and Hove Unemployed Workers Centre - resource centre defending the 
unemployed and unwaged against working links and the attempts by the State to 
force people into low-paid unskilled work. The centre is used by the local Hollingdean 
community which uses their vegetable shop/co-op, computer facilities, free clothes 
etc but they are also a Brighton & Hove wide group for giving advice and 
campaigning. They fight for justice for and with the poor and oppressed. 
 
Britain on Trial – a collaborative series of pieces (articles, poem, illustrations and 
more) that aims to question and analyse unjust aspects of British society in these 
times of uncertainty. They aim to provide an alternative narrative to mainstream 
messages relating to issues of power, politics and social issues through a series of 
interactive events using an accessible format with the larger public who might not 
necessarily be engaged or politically aware of issues relating to social and 
environmental injustice. Britain on Trial is very much led by the most affected people, 
issues include discrimination, unemployment and sexism amongst others. 
 
Coal Action Network – supporting groups and individuals with information and 
experience to take collective action against the exploitation of coal which is a major 
cause of climate change. CAN formed in 2008 in response to the massive expansion 
of the UK’s coal industry. Although campaigns have been successful in stopping 
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power stations being built, there are still plans for many opencast mines throughout 
the UK, and communities living next to existing ones still suffer their impacts daily. 
 
Critical Education Project - a new group dedicated to building radical 
consciousness through education. At the heart of their work is the belief that 
systemic change requires the development of a radical political culture. 
 
Disabled People Against Cuts – campaign founded and led by disabled people to 
raise awareness of the impact of government cuts on disabled people and to 
challenge government policy on disability which is eroding the human rights of 
disabled people in the UK. The campaign was set up in October 2010 and is founded 
on the core values including the social model of disability and the principle of rights 
not charity. 
 
Fitwatch - began in 2007 as a response to the constant harassment and intrusive 
surveillance protesters received from Forward Intelligence Teams (FIT). Deploying a 
range of tactics, Fitwatch has worked to ensure FIT policing is on the agenda not 
only within activist circles, but also in the wider public through our media work. They 
work for the right to protest without intimidation and harassment. 
 
Foil Vedanta - an independent grassroots campaigning organisation focused 
primarily on the British-Indian mining giant Vedanta. Foil Vedanta targets the 
company in London where it is registered as Vedanta has been exposed for 
corruption and illegal land acquisition destroying the lives of many livelihoods in the 
process. Foil Vedanta are always guided by the priorities and concerns of those 
directly affected by Vedanta’s activities and have direct connections to affected 
communities in Odisha in India as well as several in Africa. 
 
Fuel Poverty Action – grassroots campaign group made up of people fed up with 
mammoth fuel bills, cold homes and climate crisis.  Each winter, thousands of people 
die in the UK because they can’t afford to heat their homes. They campaign against 
poverty and corporate power and for energy democracy and climate justice. 
 
Green and Black Cross - an entirely independent grassroots project set up in the 
spirit of mutual aid and solidarity to support autonomous social struggles within the 
UK. It’s a new project set up in November 2010 to provide legal support for protests 
against the governments wave of massive spending cuts. 
 
JENGBA – Joint Enterprise: Not Guilty by Association (JENGbA) is a grassroots 
campaign that was set up in September 2010 by families who have loved ones 
convicted under ‘joint enterprise’ law. Joint Enterprise means that anyone who is on 
the periphery of a crime, even just at the end of a phone, can be charged along with 
the principal and receive the same sentence. The law is being used sweepingly to 
target the working class and BME communities. 
 
Let Freedom Ring! – a training programme for transformative education and action 
which provides activists and educators with the tools, skills and methodology to 
mobilise and organise self-mobilised communities to fight for justice and equality. 
This team have come together due to the rising levels of inequality and injustice and 
the lack of work to support and empower the communities most directly affected to 
understand the root causes of these issues and to take action for themselves. 
 
Migrant Artists Mutual Aid – a network of people who come together to produce 
community cultural events that aim to promote cohesion and intercultural 
understanding while raising money for migrants in crisis. Funds are used to run 
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campaigns to fight against deportation and for the right to asylum. The group are 
based in Liverpool and mainly led by migrant mothers. 
 
Million Women Rise – work to end male violence against women and girls. The 
group was set up in 2005 by black women due to the lack of visibility of Black 
women’s voices in the predominantly white middle class feminist movements in the 
UK. They campaign and highlight issues of domestic violence, sexual violence and 
rape, forced marriage, ‘honour-based violence’, female genital mutilation, porn and 
prostitution, the media’s institutionalised objectification of women, racism, lesbian 
phobiaand many other forms of violence against women and girls. 
 
One Voice Community Collective - group of people from African/African Caribbean 
backgrounds, based in West London, who have come together to address issues of 
racism, and discrimination faced by their community. They provide advocacy, 
emotional support, and information and guidance to members of racialised and 
minoritised communities confronting institutional racist, discriminatory and 
disproportionate practices and aim to set up  an Afrikan led local police monitoring 
initiative as a way of holding local police accountable for racist acts and omissions. 
 
Peace News Summer Camp - Published since 1936, Peace News is the UK’s only 
grassroots newspaper covering the full spectrum of peace and justice issues. This 
year’s summer camp has the theme of ‘taking a lead from the Global South’. The 
camp is an annual event for the radical and direct action-oriented peace movement, 
taking place every July. This year the camp is being organised by a group of black 
people. 
 
Rossport Solidarity Camp – At the invitation of the local community, the Rossport 
Solidarity Camp was set up in June 2005 on the route of the proposed Shell pipeline. 
The camp has progressed through a number of different locations and incarnations in 
the last 5 years and played a big role in supporting the local community in their fight 
against Shell. More info on that campaign can be found on the Shell to Sea website. 
 
Squatters Action for Secure Homes – lobbying and direct action campaign 
opposing the government’s attempts to criminalise squatting. SQUASH will continue 
to fight against this draconian and undemocratic legislation, fighting to repeal it and 
supporting those fighting it in courtrooms and on the streets. They are also expecting 
to have to take action against further legislative attacks on squatting. 
 
Stop Deportation – the Stop Deportation network was formed by various campaign 
groups and individual activists to document, campaign and take action against mass 
deportation flights to countries such as Afghanistan, Iraq, Nigeria, Sri Lanka. The 
network have organised numerous blockades at detention centers to try to stop these 
deportations. 
 
Stop G8 – a loose network of individuals and groups using a diversity of tactics to 
oppose the Summer 2013 G8 gathering in Northern Ireland. Beyond the summit, they 
aim to help re-build an anti-capitalist movement in the UK and beyond. 
 
Stop the Arms Fair Coalition – a coalition of groups and individuals campaigning to 
end government support for Defence and Security Equipment International (DSEi) 
which is – according to its organisers, Clarion Events – the biggest arms fair in the 
world. The four-day arms bazaar takes place every two years at the ExCel Centre in 
London’s Docklands. The next one is due to take place from 10-13 September, 2013. 
They say: no more bloody arms fairs in London or anywhere. 
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UK Uncut – grassroots movement taking action to highlight alternatives to the 
government’s spending cuts. It began as a hash tag on twitter but is now responsible 
for over 1000 protests and occupations nationally across the UK. 
 
UK Via Campesina (now Land Workers Alliance) – born out of the international 
Via Campesina movement which is a membership organisation of over 200 million 
peasant farmers across the world, the UK group are a newly created national alliance 
of peasants (people who work the land) that campaigns publicly on issues affecting 
small-scale food producers in the UK. 
 
Unity Centre - offering friendly, practical solidarity and mutual aid to all asylum 
seekers, refugees and sans papiers. Part of the ‘No Borders Network’ they work to 
create a world with freedom of movement for all. Working with the asylum seeker 
community in Glasgow, they use radical methods of collective action, solidarity and 
non-hierarchical organizing to challenge the injustices faced by asylum seekers 
under the UK’s racist immigration system. 
 
Tottenham Rights is a group of local and national community campaigners, anti-
racist and civil rights activists resident or working in the locality.  
Tottenham Rights is a rich mix of different generations and a powerful combination of 
people (both men and women) from the Afro-Caribbean, African, Asian, Chinese, 
Turkish and Kurdish communities who have a track record of successful 
campaigning and transforming people’s lives. They use campaigning and advocacy 
models to challenge injustice and transform and empower people fighting for genuine 
equality. 
 
Independent Workers Union of Great Britain is a small, new and independent 
trade union run by and for low paid workers in the most exploited sectors of the UK’s 
economy. All their members are migrant workers, especially cleaners, and the vast 
majority stem from Latin America, though they have a growing number of Africans 
and Eastern Europeans joining now. IWGB organises the abandoned and the 
betrayed, challenging capitalism’s dependence on low paid migrant workers who are 
often not even paid for the work they do, are racially insulted, physically assaulted, 
intimidated, threatened and humiliated. 
 
Why Refugee Women is an organisation made up primarily of asylum-seeking and 
refugee women based in Yorkshire and the Humber.  The group aims to empower 
and unite women refugees in fighting the injustice of the asylum-system and raising 
awareness about the challenges they face in their day-to-day lives.  They work to 
challenge the injustice of the asylum system and ensure that all refugee and asylum-
seeking women are treated with dignity and respect both by the UKBA and in their 
communities. 
 
Black Triangle Campaign is run by and for disabled people and campaigns against 
government welfare reform, work capability assessments, compulsory workfare, 
privatisation of the welfare state and all disability cuts. They organise and take part in 
demonstrations and petitions as well working with doctors to put forward motions to 
the British Medical Association and pursuing legal avenues to challenge welfare 
reform and protect disabled people. They fight the myths about welfare claimants 
being malingerers. 
 
Residents Action on Fylde Fracking was founded approximately 18 months ago 
and is led by a group of concerned residents of the Blackpool, Fylde, Preston and 
Wyre Boroughs who are seriously concerned about the exploration for shale gas 
currently taking place on the Fylde peninsular and the rest of Lancashire. RAFF was 
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formed to raise awareness of, and fight against, the dangers of Shale Gas Extraction, 
which utilises the controversial process of fracturing or Fracking, and the possibility 
of the area and the rest of the country being severely damaged by the process.  
 
The Space Hijackers are a collective of anarchitects – artists and activists who use 
satire, intervention and situationism to upset concentrations of power and galvanise 
social change. Not a single-issue group, the Hijackers have turned their comedic 
screws on to the arms trade, urban regeneration, global warming, poverty, 
surveillance, policing, gender issues, governments, war and many other subjects you 
read about in the Guardian. 
 
International Federation of Iraqi Refugees is a grassroots, democratic, 
campaigning organisation, established in 1993 by Iraqi and Kurdish refugees who 
fled from Saddam Hussein’s regime and the consequences of the first gulf war. IFIR 
currently has active members in the UK, Sweden, Finland, Germany, Switzerland, 
Canada, Turkey, Iran and Iraq. They work to defend the rights of Iraqi and Kurdish 
refugees and aim to stop the unjust and inhumane policies of forcible deportations to 
Iraq and the detention of Iraqi refugees, and support their integration into their new 
societies. 
 
SHAFTED?! BUILDING THE HIV ARMY is a performance show touring the UK 
involving nothing less than a human cannonball! To celebrate the 25th anniversary of 
Aids Coalition to Unleash Power (ACT UP) and reignite the necessity for grassroots 
mobilisation as infections rise and the welfare reforms to services threatened. 
Shafted?! is a campaign fighting-back against the planned debilitating cuts to 
services in the UK including a mentoring programme between HIV activist ‘elders’ 
and those new to the struggle. Shafted?! is loaded and aimed directly at UK 
Government’s cuts to HIV services, the rise in HIV transmission levels and the 
mainstream belief that HIV was resolved in the 90′s! Scripted and created by those 
living with HIV, is a ‘coming out’ project to expose the reality of what it means to live 
with HIV in 2013 and organise action against institutions behind the cuts.  
 
Feminist Webs is a movement of young women, older women and women youth 
workers of all ages who are campaigning to challenge sexism and develop a fairer 
world for young women and girls through liberatory youth work. They use a process 
of participation which involves supporting young women to explore new themes and 
ideas. This is supported by providing learning opportunities, mentoring and access to 
women who are role models across a variety of areas of feminist and civil rights 
activism. 
 
Hands Off Our Homes is a growing Leeds based group campaigning to defend 
tenants’ rights to home security. They originally set up to oppose privatisation in the 
Little London area of Leeds and recently (Autumn 2012) set up again to oppose the 
Government’s welfare reforms that they view as an attack on rights to home. Of 
particular focus has been the Bedroom Tax, which will force many to move into the 
private rented sector or into poverty or even homelessness. 
 
Quiet Riot is a disabled people led group. They do not use speech for 
communication, but they have a great deal to say. They are all special school 
survivors and require physical support and emotional support when pointing and 
typing. Some disabled people use the term neuro diverse. They have been meeting 
and campaigning as a group for the past three years for the Right to Communication 
in general and their right to use Facilitated Communication (FC) in particular. 
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Alliance for Choice Belfast publically campaigns for the extension of the 1967 
Abortion Act to Northern Ireland. AFC is totally volunteer run and at least 75% of their 
membership are women, who are from diverse backgrounds and all share one 
common aim: to end the draconian law dating from 1861 that means that abortion is 
highly restrictive. They have worked to increase awareness; campaigned for 
legislative change; complied and submitted evidence to official bodies, such as the 
United Nations. 
 
Border Forum is a new group of activists, scholars, artists and migrants coming 
together to build a connection between practical solidarity work and direct action in 
the field of migration work. Border Forum has come together from the preparation for 
the Voices from the Borders boat tour, which is happening in August 2013. Border 
Forum aims to arrange an info tour that will contain a film and research materials of 
the boat tour. In the longer term, Border Forum aims to forge more accessible links 
between civil society, NGOs and activists working on migration.  
 
CoResist harnesses participatory theatre, nature connection and direct action to 
explore and respond to a variety of issues relating to social and environmental 
justice.  They use this model to empower communities of Bristol to examine the 
issues they face relating to societal and systemic abuses of humanity and 
environment; to inspire and arouse proactive responses and devise ways to 
empower them; and to work towards strengthening the connection we all have with 
the Earth in order to create the conditions for the desire to work to heal it. 
 
Women Seeking Sanctuary Advocacy Group Wales is a Cardiff-based group of 
migrant, asylum seeking and refugee women from all backgrounds who seek to 
create a self-led / help organisation to gain ownership of their destiny. The majority of 
members are still going through the asylum process in the UK, while some have 
been granted refugee status. They are a campaigning, advocacy and research 
group, which works with and for refugee women and their families in order to bring 
about change in the unjust refugee system and to enhance their ability to rebuild their 
lives. 
 
Cathy McCormack is a long-term campaigner who lives in Easterhouse, Glasgow, 
which is regarded as being the one of the poorest and most deprived working-class 
communities in the UK She became involved in her community’s struggle for justice 
back in 1982 and has been instrumental in several poverty, housing, health, and 
climate change high profile campaigns. During this time she has been invited all over 
the world to share the struggle and successes stories of our working class 
communities in the U.K. and to link up with other communities. She is widely known 
as a social commentator for the people and an inspiring speaker. 
 
WOW Petition is a group of disabled people who came together via twitter, which 
enabled them to gain a voice and make a stand against recent welfare changes. 
They aim to raise awareness of their plight and the plight of the many sick, disabled 
people and carers in the UK who are living in fear. They are calling for a cumulative 
impact assessment of all the changes to support for sick, disabled people and their 
carers and an Independent Committee based Inquiry into welfare reform. 
 
Virtual Migrants is a Manchester-based, migrant-led collective that has been 
campaigning to raise awareness of race, global inequality and migrant-justice issues 
since 1998. VM engages the public via visual, new media and performance practice 
which strongly resists the ‘pornography of suffering’ and ‘charity case’ depiction of 
migrant peoples. Their recent focus has been to intervene where dominant narratives 
of climate change exclude historical, imperial, class and racial contexts and to 
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promote awareness of the growing demand for climate justice from 
underdeveloped/exploited countries and its relationship to lives and politics in 
countries such as the UK. 
 
The Feminist Library is a large archive collection of Women’s Liberation Movement 
literature, dating mainly from the late 1960s to the present day. This vitally important 
collection is invaluable to anybody concerned with preserving radical history and 
culture. The Feminist Library has always worked hard to collect, share and promote 
the development of feminist consciousness, thought, and action, and to raise 
awareness of feminism. As well as providing space to read all things feminist in a 
clearly feminist space, they also provide cheap/free meeting space for various radical 
groups. 
 
Luddites200 was established to take the opportunity of the 200th anniversary of the 
Luddite uprisings to help develop a new politics of technology and encourage new 
activism. The mission of the group is to emphasise the importance of technology as a 
key driver of the capitalist system. A new politics of technology will be crucial in the 
transition to a sustainable and economically just society. 
 
Fracking Free Ireland is a network which aims to raise awareness of the threat of 
fracking in Ireland. The website acts as an information platform to inform and connect 
people, nationally and internationally and has developed not only to a huge resource 
of information but is also now a national website used by various groups. The 
Fracking Matters Newsletter, distributed on a regular basis, is up to 30 pages long 
and read by politicians, MEPS, and finds it way all over the world. 
 
Coal Action Scotland has been campaigning against the coal industry in Scotland 
for over four years – this involves working in communities struggling against 
opencast coal mines and taking direct action against coal infrastructure. They are the 
only group in Scotland that works directly to support communities facing the prospect 
of, or living next to, opencast mines. In the last four years they’ve had a number of 
victories, as well as seeing the UK’s largest opencast operators – Scottish Coal and 
ATH Resources – go from profitable and dramatically expanding companies to 
financial collapse and massively reduced production. 
 
Next to Nowhere is a radical social centre built and run by activists from the 
Merseyside area. The social centre is run by a collective of volunteers on the 
principles of mutual aid and solidarity. Social centre volunteers come from a range of 
backgrounds: community activism, animal rights, anti-war, climate change, feminism, 
anarchism and more. Next to Nowhere has a vegan kitchen space, a vegan cafe 
open on Saturday afternoons, free-to-use computers and wi-fi, a library of radical 
books and they hold film nights, activist meetings & other events, and offer space for 
other groups to hold meetings and events. 
 
Common Cause is a platform of Congolese women and Congolese women’s 
organisations in the U.K. This platform works to raise the voices of Congolese 
women at the international level, advocates for women’s rights, challenges Violence 
against Women and patriarchy as well as promotes the integration, the solidarity and 
the participation of Congolese women in the UK. They work with major women’s 
groups, African and Congolese organisations worldwide and in the UK. 
 
Stable Way Residents Association is a Tenant Residents Association (TRA) that 
has been campaigning for the rights of Irish Travellers in the Royal Borough of 
Kensington and Chelsea for the last 5 years. It was one of, if not the, first Irish 
Traveller Residents group in the UK to be constituted in 2008.  Led by Irish Traveller 
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families it aims to put the voice of Irish Travellers at the heart of decisions affecting 
them. 
 
Glasgow Defence Campaign was set up by political activists who found that by 
campaigning to gather support for opposition to the cuts agenda they were targeted 
by Strathclyde Police for harassment and arrest. They use petitions, leaflets, their 
blog, meetings on the streets and interventions at political meetings and events to 
draw attention to the police harassment and arrests of activists. 
 
Cardiff Migrant Solidarity or ‘CMS Wales/Cymru’ aims to unite the asylum seeker 
and migrant communities in Cardiff, and across South Wales, with a view to combat 
the racist system of border controls and privilege that keep people without papers 
jobless, destitute and patronised, abused and even condemned to be sent to their 
deaths by the decision makers around them. 
 
The London Anarchist Bookfair started off with 5 or 6 anarchist publishers and 
stalls and now, 30 years later, involves over 110 stalls from anarchist, libertarian and 
non-hierarchically organised campaigning groups; over 60 meetings; three child and 
young people spaces; films; and a host of other activities. The fair aims to bring 
together anarchists and fellow travellers to meet and discuss issues that are relevant 
to us, to be a space where those whose only knowledge of “anarchism” is through 
the pages and screens of the mainstream press, can come and find out what we 
really mean by “anarchism” and “anarchist ways of working” and to meet and chat to 
people who believe in the theory and practice of it and of non-hierarchical organising. 
 
Re-vision is based in Liverpool and is a relatively new group of mental health 
survivors, service users and allies who have come together to promote 
understandings of the social, economic and political causes of mental distress. They 
are committed to challenging narrow biological understandings of mental health and 
services dominated by medication and contest and resist neo-liberal policy 
prescriptions for health and the economy, and gender and race oppression which 
underpins many people’s experience of mental ill health. 
 
Lesbian Immigration Support Group - a group of lesbian and bisexual refugees 
and asylum seeking women and their lesbian and bisexual European supporters in 
Greater Manchester. They work to support each other, including visiting women in 
detention centres and to create awareness of who they are and why they have come 
to the UK. They challenge myths about LGBT people and about asylum seekers and 
refugees. 
 
The Stop and Search Mobile App – mobile phone application aimed at bringing 
fairness and transparency to the Stop and Search procedure carried out by UK 
Police. Stop and Search has been a controversial issue for decades because of the 
way it has been used. The app is aimed at changing the behaviour of the officers 
who do not carry out the procedure correctly, it informs people of their rights and 
allows them to upload their experience, including the officer’s ID number. 
 
Anti-Raids Network – network formed of people involved in various London-based 
groups, including the Latin American Workers’ Association (LAWAS), No Borders 
London, South London Anti-Fascists, Precarious Workers Brigade, The Prisma, Stop 
Deportation, South and North London SolFed, People’s Republic of Southwark, and 
unaffiliated individuals – migrants and British citizens, people with and without 
papers. They aim to equip people to defend themselves and others as much as 
possible in the face of immigration raids and street checks. Their long term aim is to 
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build a culture of mutual aid and resistance to racism, state surveillance and control 
on our streets. 
 
Reel News - an activist video collective set up to support inspiring political 
campaigns, social struggles and creative initiatives by publicising and sharing 
information. They do this through producing a bimonthly subscription DVD, posting 
videos, written reports and slideshows online and arranging public screenings 
throughout the country at colleges and social and community spaces. Reel News is 
completely independent and non- aligned, anti-capitalist in outlook, and in favour of 
mass collective action in the workplace and on the streets to change society for the 
better. 
 
Our Tottenham - a network of diverse local community groups throughout the area, 
campaigning to defend and promote the interests of the 120,000 people of 
Tottenham, North London. The Council are promoting their 2012 ‘Plan for Tottenham’ 
which promotes corporate-led and large scale urban development; increased rents 
and unaffordable housing; and the loss of some independent local shops, homes, 
community facilities and small businesses. Together with local people Our 
Tottenham has pledged to take action to support each other, and to defend 
community facilities; stand up for decent and affordable housing for all; support small 
businesses; promote quality design and respect for heritage; improve the street 
environment; support youth voices, services and facilities; empower our 
communities. 
 
Jembe Explosion - an all AfriKan group of Jembe players founded expressly to 
promote the traditional Jembe drum culture of the Mali Empire of West Africa for the 
holistic benefit primarily of people of Afrikan heritage. Their priority is to address the 
urgent need to reclaim their identity, their history and their traditions. They are 
dedicated to mobilising and empowering their people to be effective in the collective 
struggle against the on-going campaign of genocide, historical and environmental 
destruction and cultural and racial deionization, waged on an international scale by 
the privileged white elite regimes that dominate and exploit the worlds’ political and 
economic agendas. 
 
UK Chagos Refugee Group - the UK branch of the Mauritius-based Chagos 
Refugees Group. The group is comprised of Chagossians in exile who live in the UK 
and non- Chagossians who support the campaign. The population of the Chagos 
Islands (2000 or so people) were forcibly removed from their homeland by the British 
government in the late sixties to make way for a US Naval base. CRG was formed in 
1983 in order to take up the struggle of the Chagossian people for their right to return 
home. See Stealing a Nation, by John Pilger, which describes the struggle of the 
Chagossians. 
 
Brighton Anti-Fascists - aim to halt the harm and hate, damage and division 
caused by racism and fascism through promoting positive values: equality between 
all people; respect for difference, resistance to ‘official’, state or government 
definitions of ‘race’, ‘nation’, ‘immigrant’, ‘other’. They have played an important part 
in the development of a large community based opposition to the March for 
England’s arrival in Brighton as well as contributing to the wider anti-fascist 
movement by helping establish an Anti-Fascist Network. 
 
DIY Space for London - a group of diverse individuals who have come together to 
open a permanent radical social centre for London, addressing the need for a 
sizeable, permanent and genuinely accessible home for our intersecting communities 
for what they do, beyond temporary squatted spaces or smaller meeting spaces. The 
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space will be incorporated as a co-operatively owned not-for-profit enterprise with 
regular opening hours. It will be an active, autonomous member-run space able to 
accommodate live music and offering regular events, food, drink and meeting space 
at low or no cost. 
 
Empty Cages Collective - a newly formed group aiming to build the foundations of 
an active prison-abolition movement in the UK.  Most prison-related work is reformist, 
working for small changes that ultimately extend the life of the prison system. They 
aim to build literacy around the prison industrial complex and prison abolition in the 
UK. To inspire, skill share and support people to organise for prison abolition and to 
listen and work directly with affected communities and individuals harmed by the 
prison industrial complex in the UK. 
 
London Coalition Against Poverty - a coalition of local groups who organise 
collectively around housing and welfare problems faced by their members. The 
majority of LCAP members are people on low incomes who are facing, or have 
experienced, problems with their benefits or housing. LCAP’s work mainly involves 
mutual support in the local groups, using tactics of “direct action casework” and local 
campaigning where appropriate. 
 
Transition Heathrow - a grassroots project aiming to halt expansion at Heathrow 
airport. The main project is Grow Heathrow, a squatted community food growing 
project on a site that was previously derelict. They cleared the site of 30 tonnes of 
rubbish and converted it into a community hub where they grow food, run workshops 
and support the local community with their campaign against Heathrow 3rd runway. 
People also live on site and we are off-grid, generating our own energy through wind 
and solar. 
 
The Common House - a new radical social centre in the East end of London, started 
in April 2013. It is an affordable space for groups in London to meet, have office 
space and to share resources and group practice. It is not just a space to be used or 
consumed, but is a collective attempt to organise and maintain infrastructure and 
resources for radical ideas and practices. A commons is different to private space 
(individually owned) and public space (state maintained). It is organised, maintained, 
and run by the people who use it. 
 
Unite the Youth - a group of young people from London from working class 
backgrounds, many of whom are also part of ethnic minority groups. They want to 
get rid of negative stereotypes of teenagers in the media, to ensure that they are not 
robbed of opportunities by austerity and tuition fees, and they want a fairer, more 
equal society, in which their opinions are respected and acted upon. 
 
Edinburgh Campaign Against the Arms Trade - a local group working in Scotland 
and the UK to end the international arms trade. They raise awareness, campaign and 
take non-violent direct action to challenge the expansion of the arms trade, the 
presence of the arms trade in public spaces, such as universities, and other 
legitimisation of the arms trade. 
 
Empowering Renewal UK - an affinity group of ecological and social justice activists 
who are working collectively on personal sustainability and burnout issues currently 
affecting them and other members of their group and networks. They are working to 
develop short ( 1 day) participatory gatherings, informative talks, and potentially 
writing, blogs and zines themed around sustainable activism and radical mental 
health in the UK. 
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Kilburn Unemployed Workers Group - set up three years ago for unemployed 
workers to self-organise around issues affecting benefit claimants. They educate 
people on a range of rights, through talking with people, leaflets and public 
workshops. Funds were specifically requested for organising a free summer 
university on the Isle of Wight to bring together working class activists from London 
and the Isle of Wight. 
 
Amina Rafique was an asylum seeker held at a detention centre. The funds are to 
support her to make a documentary about it, including interviewing people’s 
experiences in detention and how it has affected their lives. 
 
Calls from the Borders is a small group of people with and without citizenship who 
have been coming together since 2012 to imagine ways we can work to improve the 
experiences of, and debate around asylum and migration in Liverpool. They run 
events which are motivated by cultural and social representation and participation, 
and a writer’s group which came out of a desire to contribute to an informed debate 
and platforming diverse perspectives and experience. 
 
Brent Housing Action is a group of residents, local campaigners, housing activists 
and community organisations that seeks to support those affected by the cuts and 
reforms in the welfare benefits system and the social injustices these have created 
that threaten the vibrancy and infrastructure of the local community. 
 
Haringey Housing Action Group is a collective of residents of Haringey working 
around housing issues. They demand the right to affordable and secure housing 
using collective, direct action. HHAG began to meet and campaign around the 
housing issues in 2011 and was founded by members of Haringey Solidarity Group. 
 
Migrant Media is a group of radical activist film-makers with a focus on work by and 
with people from migrant, black and refugee communities. Films have included 
Injustice, a feature length documentary about deaths in police custody and Who 
Polices The Police. They are currently working on The Resistance of Others, a follow 
up to Injustice. 
 
Environmental and Social Justice Monitor is a migrant-led environmental justice 
and social action non-profit based in Manchester. They seek to highlight and address 
environmental and social injustices faced by mining, quarrying, oil and gas, and other 
resource-rich communities in East Africa and beyond. 
 
Romano Lav is a small Roma-led organisation that represents the Roma 
communities from Slovakia and the Czech Republic living in Govanhill, and in other 
areas of the City of Glasgow. Romano Lav aims to raise awareness of Roma culture, 
support the Roma communities to engage in a meaningful and inclusive way and to 
increase knowledge and understanding between the Roma and wider Glasgow 
communities. 
 
visionOntv enables people to create and collate video: they create shows to put 
news in context, and collate the best social change video from around the world. If 
you watch any of visionOntv’s 5 main channels, you have a completely different view 
of the world than provided by the mainstream media – films full of ideas and actions 
for combating injustice. Their purpose is to get activist films made and seen, and 
more widely to get activist projects better linked with each other. They also aim to set 
up off-grid, sustainable power for activist media at protest sites. 
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Filipino Domestic Workers’ Association  is a grassroots self-help group set up by 
migrant domestic workers majority of whom are women, to take action against the 
removal of rights of migrant domestic workers to be treated as workers, with same 
employment rights as other workers in the UK and to be able to live with dignity and 
respect. 
 
Europe Roma Network is a newly established campaigning group set up with the 
aim of acting as a network of advocates for Roma in the UK and Europe to challenge 
hatred, oppression, discrimination and prejudice towards Roma communities and 
individuals in all its forms. 
 
Rainbow Noir is a community group for Black Minority Ethnic (BME) Lesbian Gay 
Bisexual Transgender Queer (LGBTQ) people living and working in Greater 
Manchester, started by four BME LGBTQ women who recognised that there were no 
community groups or professional services that catered specifically to the needs of 
BME LGBTQ people living in Greater Manchester. 
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4. Sample application 
Disabled People Against Cuts 
 
Website: http://www.dpac.uk.net 
Contact name: Xxx Xxxx 
Tel no: xxxxx xxx xxx 
 
We are applying under both categories: we are run by and for a community facing 
injustice and work for systemic change.  
 
1. Who runs your group and what are your aims? (if applying as an individual, 
please give information about yourself) 
 
Disabled People Against Cuts (DPAC) is a campaign founded and led by disabled 
people to raise awareness of the impact of government cuts on disabled people and 
to challenge government policy on disability which is eroding the human rights of 
disabled people in the UK. The campaign was set up in October 2010 and is founded 
on the core values including the social model of disability (basically it is macro and 
micro social structures that disable us not our impairments) and the principle of rights 
not charity. 
 
We feel strongly that it is immoral for disabled people to be forced to live in fear on a 
daily basis, afraid that they will lose their incomes, their homes, and their support 
which allows them to take part in society in the same way their non-disabled peers 
do. We believe it is wrong that changes now being proposed to care and support 
funding may lead to disabled people being incarcerated either in residential care 
homes or their own homes. 
 
Through our activities we aim to re-invigorate the Disabled People’s Movement, to 
educate others, empower disabled people, and to expose, challenge and raise 
awareness of the attacks disabled people are facing.  
 
2. How much money have you raised in the last year to fund your work? Is this 
similar to previous years? 
 
DPAC has no paid staff and minimal funding. Our combined annual income has been 
about £3,000 a year for each of the last 2 years but in many cases resources are 
donated to us rather than money. It is fair to say that we are too radical and too 
political to qualify for most available funding streams.  
 
3. What are your main activities and who is affected by them? 
 
DPAC has always worked to raise awareness of the attacks which disabled people 
are facing through the mainstream anti-cuts movement and within trade unions and 
we have worked hard to empower disabled people, who often view themselves as 
the least powerful and most disadvantaged in society, to feel confident to challenge 
these injustices. We are gradually engaging more and more disabled people in active 
campaigning through direct action, protests, speaking at events, legal actions and 
other activities. We use social media as a way to reach those unable to travel.  
 
Our campaigning has focussed importantly on many aspects of social, economic and 
environmental justice for disabled people. We also campaign to remove the systemic 
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barriers – environmental, attitudinal, and political - which disabled people face on a 
daily basis and to challenge the activities of those who purport to be supporting 
disabled people while continuing to be part of their oppression. 
 
DPAC has brought the social model back to life in relation to political activism -- if 
disabled people do anything it should always from the grass roots, not about well 
paid elites making the right noises and then running off to sit with governments to 
find out how they can cash in on any crisis.  
 
There are now 22 local DPAC branches throughout the country which have grown up 
spontaneously, all of which are organised as autonomous groups by those involved 
in them. 
 
4. What in your view is the root cause, or causes, of the issues you’re working 
on? 
 
Disabled people also cover every other equality strand so DPAC knows that while 
disabled people are being very badly affected by these cuts they can also be single 
parents, carers, ethnic minorities, young and old, and there is a general movement to 
dismantle not only the welfare state but publicly funded and provided services as 
well. We believe this is purely ideologically driven through the growth of neo-liberal 
ideologies so readily embraced by New Labour. 
 
On seeking systemic change there is a short term objective which has to be to stop 
or reverse the cuts we face and preserve the hard won rights that are being stripped 
away, but on a longer term basis to get real and lasting change we need to 
reinvigorate the disabled people’s movement. Unlike the original movement, DPAC 
believes that while things must be led by disabled people we need to be less 
isolationist and engage with and educate (currently) non-disabled people. We need 
to change people’s attitudes to the inclusion of disabled people, to educate people 
about access issues, the attacks we face and what that means to us and our rights, 
and generally promote greater awareness that we are not vulnerable due to our 
impairments but because of society’s response to them and the demands of 
capitalism for example in the labour market.  
 
DPAC believes it is essential for us all to work together to defeat these attacks 
against our welfare state and public services. By using the twin-method of 
campaigning against discriminatory short-term measures that cause poverty, illness, 
social incapacity, and in favour of empowering solutions that tackles disabling 
barriers and social exclusion, we will seek to educate and unite disabled and non-
disabled people to bring about social change built upon the foundations of social 
justice.  
 
5. We trust groups to use the funds as they need to, and therefore our funds 
are not restricted to a particular project. However, it is useful to know how 
much would be useful to you and what you are likely to spend the funds on. 
We do not need a detailed budget.  
 
For disabled people the main costs we face doing any direct actions or meetings are 
access costs. Sign language, paying twice (once for yourself and also for a 
PA/carer), and transport costs (e.g. taxis as tubes aren’t accessible in London and 
buses only take one wheelchair user at a time) in particular are expensive. We would 
like to apply for the maximum amount of £5,000, though any contribution towards 
these costs would be really helpful. 
 


